Fact Sheet – TCS Finland
TCS has been present in the Nordic region since 1991, servicing the Finnish market since 1996, and
establishing an office in Finland in 2001.
The company has over 4,500 experts across its Global Network Delivery Model™ working for Finnish
clients. Around 600 of these experts are based in Finland. Since 2010, TCS has tripled the size of its
operations in the Nordic region, with significant increase in the local employee-base.
In Finland, TCS is present in Helsinki, Espoo, Tampere, Oulu and Salo.
Several prominent Finnish companies have benefited from TCS’ service offerings, including Nokia,
Microsoft, Elisa and DNA.
TCS’ customer base in Finland spreads across Manufacturing, Telecom, Banking & Financial Services,
Hi-tech, Travel, Resources, and Utilities.
ACHIEVEMENTS AND AWARDS
 #1 in customer satisfaction in the Nordics, for six consecutive years, which is reflected in high
level of repeat business
 Ranked as the #1 Employer in Europe
 Ranked as the world’s most innovative IT services company by Forbes in 2015
 Ranked as leader in Dow Jones World Sustainability Index in 2014
 Recognized as the industry’s fastest growing brand in 2015
KEY ENGAGEMENTS WITH FINNISH CLIENTS
In recent years, the company has helped numerous organizations achieve their modernization and
simplification targets, delivered significant cost savings, and increased productivity. Some of the
recent wins are listed here:
 Finland’s largest cable operator selected TCS as its infrastructure partner. The agreement will
deliver flexibility and scalability to the business, and improve the quality of services.
 Elisa selected TCS to provide application development and maintenance services for internal IT
applications. Elisa will be able to improve productivity, develop new services for their customers,
and improve the quality and cost efficiency of their production operations.
 TCS Selected by Nokia for a multi-year agreement as their global IT-partner. The contract
comprises a full IT service portfolio.
 Based on the TCS BaNCS platform, Euroclear Finland - the central securities depository for the
Finnish capital markets launched a new transaction processing platform known as ‘Infinity’.
Through Infinity, TCS BaNCS has provided Euroclear with a single, consolidated platform for
depository, registry and corporate actions functions, thereby, enabling simplified business
operations.
INNOVATION FOCUS
TCS has a strong focus on encouraging innovation, and the company has created a CO-Innovation Network
(COIN) to enable a comprehensive and customer-centric innovation eco-system encompassing academia,
startups and TCS Innovation Labs.

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
TCS partners with Finnish Wheelchair Curling Team, having supported their quest for Olympic glory at the
Paralympic Winter Games in Sochi, 2014 and their bronze medal win for the World Wheelchair Curling
Championship in 2015.
In 2015, TCS has given its support to the Finnish Paralympic committee. A team of over 60 TCS'ers
participated in the Helsinki City Run half marathon, and the company donated EUR 5 for each kilometre run by its
employees to the Committee, supporting the Finnish Paralympics Team’s ‘Road to Rio’, the 2016 Paralympic
Games in Brazil.
TCS has relationships with leading Northern European academic institutions in R&D and business areas. In
Finland, TCS collaborates with the Haaga Helia University of Applied Sciences.
TCS has also actively encouraged its employees to participate in initiatives by, for instance, Red Cross Finland,
the Finnish Cancer Foundation, UNICEF and the Department of Social Services and Health Care of the
City of Helsinki.
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